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Abstract

The main result of this paper is an approximation algorithm for the weighted region optima
problem. In this problem, a point robot moves in a planar space composed ofn triangular regions
each of which is associated with a positive unit weight. The objective is to find, for given s
and destination pointss andt , a path froms to t with the minimum weighted length. Our algorithm
BUSHWHACK, adopts a traditional approach (see [M. Lanthier, A. Maheshwari, J.-R. Sack
proximating weighted shortest paths on polyhedral surfaces, in: Proceedings of the 13th
ACM Symposium on Coputational Geometry, 1997, pp. 274–283; L. Aleksandrov, M. Lan
A. Maheshwari, J.-R. Sack, Anε-approximation algorithm for weighted shortest paths on poly
dral surfaces, in: Proceedings of the 6th Scandinavian Workshop on Algorithm Theory, in: L
Notes in Comput. Sci., vol. 1432, 1998, pp. 11–22; L. Aleksandrov, A. Maheshwari, J.-R. Sac
proximation algorithms for geometric shortest path problems, in: Proceedings of the 32nd A
ACM Symposium on Theory of Computing, 2000, pp. 286–295]) that converts the original c
uous geometric search space into a discrete graphG by placing representative points on bound
edges. However, by exploiting geometric structures that we call intervals, BUSHWHACK com
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an approximate optimal path more efficiently as it accesses only a sparse subgraph ofG. Combined
with the logarithmic discretization scheme introduced by Aleksandrov et al. [Approximation
rithms for geometric shortest path problems, in: Proceedings of the 32nd Annual ACM Symp
on Theory of Computing, 2000, pp. 286–295], BUSHWHACK can compute anε-approximation in
O(n

ε (log 1
ε + logn) log 1

ε ) time. By reducing complexity dependency onε, this result improves on
all previous results with the same discretization approach. We also provide an improvement o
discretization scheme of [L. Aleksandrov, A. Maheshwari, J.-R. Sack, Approximation algorithm
geometric shortest path problems, in: Proceedings of the 32nd Annual ACM Symposium on
of Computing, 2000, pp. 286–295] so that the size ofG is no longer dependent onunit weight ratio,
the ratio between the maximum and minimum unit weights. This leads to the firstε-approximation
algorithm whose time complexity does not depend on unit weight ratio.
 2004 Elsevier Inc. All rights reserved.

Keywords:Robotics; Computational geometry; Approximation algorithms; Optimal paths

1. Introduction

1.1. Definition of the problem

Optimal path planning problems are some of the most fundamental problems in
ics research. Each optimal path problem is to determine an optimal path (a shorte
according to a user-defined metric on paths) between two designated pointss andt in a 2D
or 3D space under various conditions. Due to their practical significance, these pro
have drawn great attention from researchers in robotics as well as other areas such
putational geometry, geographical information systems (GIS), and graph theory. Inte
readers may refer to survey [5] for a comprehensive review of the previous works on
problems.

In this paper we study the 2D weighted region optimal path problem. In this problem,
a 2D space is divided inton triangular regions, each of which is associated with a dist
positive unit weight. Such a space can be used to model an area consisting of d
geographical features, such as deserts, forests, grasslands, and lakes, in which the
costs for the robot are different. Thecost of a pathp in this space is defined to be th
weighted length ofp, and is denoted by‖p‖. The objective is to find anoptimal path,
the path with the minimum cost, from a source points to a destination pointt . In some
literature, this problem is called the “homogeneous-cost region path planning prob
Figure 1 shows an optimal path in a 2D space with four triangular weighted regions. In t
figure, the darker a region is marked, the greater the unit weight of the region is.

Observe that the unweighted optimal path problem can be considered as a spec
of the weighted optimal path problem: for any point in the “free space,” the unit weig
defined to be 1; for any point in the “obstacle” (if there is any), the unit weight is defin
be+∞. The key difference between 2D weighted and unweighted optimal path proble
is that, while for the unweighted case an optimal path only bends at obstacle vertic
the weighted case an optimal path may bend at any point on a boundary edge separa
regions with different unit weights. This problem is generally considered to be very
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Fig. 1. Optimal path in weighted regions.

and therefore most of the known research works have focused on various approxi
algorithms.

For any pointss and t , we usepopt(s, t) to denote an optimal path froms to t and
usep′

opt(s, t) to denote an approximate optimal path froms to t computed by a given
approximation algorithm. We decompose the error of the approximation,‖p′

opt(s, t)‖ −
‖popt(s, t)‖, into two components: theabsolute error(or additive error) and therelative
error (or multiplicative error). The absolute error is bounded by a constant value disre
ing the value of‖popt(s, t)‖, while the relative error is linear in‖popt(s, t)‖. We say that
the error of the approximation isε-relative andδ-absolute if‖p′

opt(s, t)‖ − ‖popt(s, t)‖ =
ε · ‖popt(s, t)‖ + δ. In this paper we mainly studyε-approximation algorithmsthat guar-
antee to produceε-good approximate optimal paths, approximate optimal paths with n
absolute error but just relative error.

In the following we will discuss our work and other related work in the context of pl
weighted region optimal path problem. It is important to note that most of the resu
weighted region optimal path problem, including the ones we will present in the follo
sections, can also be applied to weighted polyhedral surfaces.

1.2. Previous works

We first define some parameters that will be used in the complexity analysis of v
approximation algorithms. We letn be the number of triangular regions in the plane,
let L be the length of the longest boundary edge of all regions. For our convenienc
assume that the coordinates of the vertices are all non-negative integers, and letN be the
maximum coordinate. We usewmax (wmin, respectively) to denote the maximum (min
mum, respectively) unit weight among all regions, and define theunit weight ratioµ to be
wmax/wmin.

One of the earliestε-approximation algorithms on this problem was provided
Mitchell and Papadimitriou [6]. Their algorithm uses “Snell’s Law of Refraction”
the continuous Dijkstra method to give an optimal-path map for a given source pos.
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Table 1
Performance parameters

ε the user-defined relative error allowed
n number of regions
L length of the longest edge
N maximum coordinate of the vertices
wmax (wmin) the maximum (minimum) unit weight
µ the unit weight ratio
θmin minimum angle between two adjacent boundary edges

The time complexity of their algorithm isO(n8 log nNµ
ε

). In practice, however, the tim
complexity is expected to be much lower.

Mata and Mitchell [7] provided an alternative algorithm using edge subdivision.
algorithm discretizes the original continuous space by placing with even spacingm rep-
resentative points (which we callSteiner points) along each boundary edge. Then it co
structs a discrete graphG that includes these Steiner points as well as the vertices o
triangular subdivision. For any twodiscrete points(vertices or Steiner points)v1 andv2
in G that are on the border of the same region, an edge(v1, v2) is added intoG with an
assigned weight of the weighted length of segmentv1v2. Each path inG, which we call
a discrete path, corresponds to a path with the same cost in the original space. Anopti-
mal discrete path(the minimum-cost path among all discrete paths inG) from s to t is
then computed inO(nm2 +nm lognm) time using Dijkstra’s algorithm. Depending on t
quality of the discretization, this optimal discrete path usually gives a good approxim
to a real optimal path froms to t . Lanthier et al. [1] independently provided anO(n5)

algorithm using a uniform discretization that guarantees an absolute error ofO(Lwmax)

by choosingm = n2. This uniform discretization method was also used earlier by Smi
al. [8].

Aleksandrov et al. [2,3] later provided two logarithmic discretization methods. F
given ε, either of the two discretization methods constructs, by placingm = O(1

ε
log 1

ε
)

Steiner points on each boundary edge, a graphGε that can be guaranteed to contain anε-
good approximate optimal path froms to t . Therefore, it takesO(n

ε
(1
ε

log 1
ε
+ logn) log 1

ε
)

time to find anε-good approximate optimal path using any of the two discretization m
ods. Similar to the other algorithms, the complexity also involves a number of geom
parameters such asL, µ, θmin, etc.

The time complexities of the above edge-subdivision-based algorithms are rathe
asG is a dense graph withO(nm2) edges. To reduce the cost of processing the edgesG,
alternative algorithms that only access a subgraph ofG were investigated. For exampl
with the uniform discretization, Lanthier et al. [1] proposed an algorithm that only c
putes an optimal discrete path in anε-spanner ofG. The time complexity is reduced t

O(n3

ε
+ n3 logn), as each point is selectively connected toO(1

ε
) other points. In addition

to the absolute error ofO(Lwmax) introduced by the discretization, the approximate
timal path found by this algorithm also has a relative error ofε introduced by using the
spanner.

The best result is provided by [3]. Their pruned Dijkstra’s algorithm uses two s
to trim the edges ofG. First, by exploiting Snell’s Law they define ageodesic conefor
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Table 2
Complexity comparison

Algorithm Complexity Error

Mitchell and Papadimitriou [6] O(n8 log n
ε ) ε-relative

Lanthier et al. [1] O(n5) O(Lwmax)-absolute

Lanthier et al. [1] O(n3

ε + n3 logn) ε-relative and
O(Lwmax)-absolute

Aleksandrov et al. [2] O(n
ε ( 1

ε + logn) log 1
ε ) ε-relative

Aleksandrov et al. [3] O(n
ε ( 1√

ε
+ logn) log 1

ε ) ε-relative

This work O(n
ε (log 1

ε + logn) log 1
ε ) ε-relative

each Steiner pointv, claiming that any optimal discrete path passing throughv can only
leavev via an edge inside this cone. The second stage is to construct anε-spanner for the
geodesic cone of each Steiner point. The number of incident edges of each Steiner
therefore reduced toO( 1√

ε
), resulting in anO(n

ε
( 1√

ε
+ logn) log 1

ε
) algorithm. Although

theε-spanner causes an additional term of error, the approximate optimal path com
remainsO(ε)-good.

In Table 2, we list the time complexity and error bound of each of the above-ment
algorithms for a comparison. For our convenience, we omit all geometric paramete
state the complexity of each algorithm in terms ofn andε. It is important to note, howeve
that algorithms following different approaches cannot be compared using merely d
dencies onn andε, because the running time may have significantly different depende
on other geometric parameters. For example, the running time of Mitchell and Pap
itriou’s algorithm [6] depends onN only logarithmically, while that of Aleksandrov e
al.’s algorithm [2] has a linear dependency on 1/θmin, which, in the worst case, could b
Ω(N2).

For other related work, see [9–16], or see survey [5].

2. Preliminaries

2.1. Notations

Let S be a planar space consisting ofn triangular regions. We useV andE to denote
the set of vertices and the set of boundary edges, respectively, of all regions. The
|V | = O(n), and|E| = O(n). For any regionr , we usewr to denote the unit weight ofr .
For each boundary edgee ∈ E, the unit weightwe is defined to be min{wr,wr ′ }, wherer

andr ′ are the two regions incident toe. For any pointsv1 andv2 in a regionr , we define
dr(v1, v2) = wr · |v1v2| to be thedistance in the regionbetweenv1 andv2. Similarly, we
say thatde(v1, v2) = we · |v1v2| is the distance along the edgebetweenv1 and v2 for
any pointsv1 andv2 on boundary edgee. Let s andt be the designated source point a
destination point, respectively. We assume thats, t ∈ V . If otherwise, we can add a consta
number of boundary edges to construct fromS a new triangular decompositionS′ that has
s andt as vertices.
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It has been proved (see [6]) that a weighted region optimal path is a piecewise line
consisting ofO(n2) segments. The two endpoints of each segment are on the bound
the same region. A segment of a path is said to be “edge-crawling” if it lies on a bou
edge. Similarly, a segment is “face-crossing” if it cuts through a region. We call a p
“face-crossing” (“edge-crawling”) path if the last segment of the path is “face-cros
(“edge-crawling,” respectively).

For any pathp, we use|p| and‖p‖ to denote its Euclidean length and weighted leng
respectively. For any two pointsv1, v2 on a pathp, let p[v1, v2] denote the part ofp
betweenv1 andv2. For two pathsp1 andp2 sharing one endpoint, we letp1 + p2 denote
the concatenation ofp1 andp2. If p = p1 + p2, we say thatp is anextensionof p1. In
particular, if p = p1 + v1v2, wherev1 is one of the endpoints ofp1, we call p a one-
segment extensionof p1. For any two pointsx andy, we usep(x, y) to denote a path from
x to y and usepopt(x, y) to denote an optimal path fromx to y. We define the “distance
from s to t , dopt(s, t), to be the cost ofpopt(s, t).

Following the same approach used by [1–3], we discretize the 2D space by introducing
Steiner points on boundary edges. For each boundary edgee ∈ E, we addm Steiner points
on e for some positive integerm. Let Vs be the set of Steiner points and letV ′ = V ∪ Vs .
A weighted graphG(V ′,E′) is constructed by interconnecting points inV ′ that are on the
boundary of the same region. Each edge(x, y) in G is assigned a weightω(x, y), which is
defined to bede(x, y) if xy is an edge-crawling segment on boundary edgee; or dr(x, y)

if xy is a face-crossing segment in regionr .
By constructingG, the original path planning problem in a continuous space is tr

formed to the problem of finding an optimal discrete path connectings and t in G. This
optimal discrete path is then used to approximate a real optimal path in the original c
uous space. As the goal of our algorithm is to find an optimal discrete path, in the follo
discussion, wherever we say a discrete path is “optimal,” we mean that it is optimal a
all discrete paths. The phrases “optimal discrete path” and “approximate optimal
are used interchangeably, and are both denoted byp′

opt(s, t). Let d ′
opt(s, t) be the cost of

p′
opt(s, t). At any time during the search of an optimal discrete path froms to t , a pointv

is said to bediscoveredif and only if d ′
opt(s, v) is determined. For each boundary edge

we use PLISTe to denote the list that includes all discovered points one.

2.2. Our approach

2.2.1. BUSHWHACK algorithm
Instead of applying Dijkstra’s algorithm to the resulting graphG, our approximation al

gorithm uses a new discrete search algorithm called BUSHWHACK. The BUSHWH
algorithm can compute optimal discrete paths on both uniform and logarithmic discr
tions more efficiently than the ones proposed in [1] and [2,3]. For each Steiner pov,
BUSHWHACK dynamically maintains a small set of incident edges ofv that may con-
tribute to an optimal discrete path froms to t . If m Steiner points are placed on ea
boundary edge, during the entire computation the number of edges accessed in eac
is O(m logm), and therefore the complexity of the algorithm is reduced toO(nm lognm),
as compared toO(nm2 + nm lognm) of Dijkstra’s algorithm.
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(b) Geodesic cones may overlap and each containsO( 1√
ε
) Steiner points.

Fig. 2. Comparison between interval and geodesic cone.

Let r be a weighted region and lete, e′ be two boundary edges ofr . For each pointv ∈ e,
we define aninterval Iv,e,e′ to be a set of contiguous Steiner points one′ such that, for any
point v′ ∈ e′, edgevv′ may be “used” by an optimal discrete path originating froms only
if v′ is inside the interval. Each pointv′ ∈ Iv,e,e′ is associated with analmost-optimal path
from s to v′ that passes throughv. This path is a concatenation of an optimal discrete p
from s to v and segmentvv′. Moreover, this path is the least costly path among all p
from s to v′ that enter regionr through Steiner points one.

The concept of intervals is similar to the geodesic cones used by Aleksandrov et
The main difference is that, for any two pointsv1 andv2 on edgee, the intervals associate
with v1 andv2 are mutually exclusive, as it will be clear later when we give the for
definition for intervals. Therefore, on average the number of Steiner points in each in
is O(1), assuming thate ande′ contain roughly the same number of Steiner points.
geodesic cones, however, may overlap with each other as shown in Fig. 2(b). In fact
Aleksandrov et al.’s discretization scheme [3], the number of Steiner points of eac
desic cone can only be bounded byO( 1√

ε
). (This is still the case even if anε-spanner of

each geodesic cone is used.)
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Our definition of intervals is actually more related to that of the intervals of optim
used by Mitchell and Papadimitriou [6]. For the clarity of the following discussion, we
their intervals of optimalitycontinuous intervalsand our intervalsdiscrete intervals. Each
interval (continuous or discrete) consists of points to which the optimal paths have the
discrete structure. Each continuous interval describes a segment of a boundary edg
the optimal paths to the points in the segment go through the same sequence of bo
edges. Each discrete interval describes the set of discrete points on a boundary edg
the almost-optimal paths to these points go through the same sequence of bending
The difference is that, while continuous intervals are treated in the continuum, di
intervals are sets of discrete points.

Because of the difference in the definitions, our data structures and procedu
processing the discrete intervals are totally different from those found in Mitchel
Papadimitriou’s algorithm, although in some cases we follow the terminologies
in [6]. Because almost-optimal paths to the points in each discrete interval go th
the same sequence of bending Steiner points (not just boundary edges), we do not
compute reverse ray tracing, which is done by theFind-Point procedure in Mitchell
and Papadimitriou’s algorithm. Reverse ray-tracing is a very costly operation that
O(n4 log 1

ε
) time.

The number of continuous intervals isΩ(n4) in the worst case, while the number
discrete intervals is proportional to the number of Steiner points, which isO(n

ε
log 1

ε
) if

the logarithmic discretization of [3] is used. As a result, the complexity of our algor
is more dependent onε, while that of Mitchell and Papadimitriou’s algorithm is mo
dependent onn. It is worth mentioning that, although in the worst case the dependen
Mitchell and Papadimitriou’s algorithm onn is very high (O(n8)), their algorithm appear
to be the only one that has logarithmic dependency onε.

One key difference between our algorithm and the approximation algorithms o
and [6] is that, while these previous algorithms exploit the fact that an optimal path
Snell’s Law when crossing boundary edges, our algorithm only uses the simple pr
that two optimal paths originating from the same source point cannot intersect in t
terior of any region. Therefore, our algorithm is more flexible, allowing for many o
heuristic cost criteria (e.g., charging a varying cost on crossing boundary edges)
added easily.

Maintaining and updating interval information for each pointv involves an extra cos
of accessingO(logm) incident edges ofv. Therefore, on average, our algorithm us
O(logm) edges for each point inG. When the uniform discretization of [1] is used, o

algorithm improves the time complexity toO(n3 logn) (as opposed toO(n3

ε
+ n3 logn)

of [1]). With the logarithmic discretization of [3], our algorithm can find anε-good ap-
proximate optimal path inO(n

ε
(log 1

ε
+ logn) log 1

ε
) time. This result improves on th

O(n
ε
(1
ε

+ logn) log 1
ε
) algorithm of [2] or theO(n

ε
( 1√

ε
+ logn) log 1

ε
) algorithm of [3] by

a factor ofO( 1√
ε
/ log 1

ε
). Our algorithm, however, does not improve the complexity w

respect ton.
Following our initial work of [4,17], Aleksandrov et al. [18] improves the above ti

complexity by anotherO( 1√
ε
). They achieve so by using a novel discretization method

places Steiner points on bisectors of triangular regions instead of on boundary edge
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discretization method is able to reduce the number of Steiner points by a factor ofO( 1√
ε
)

while still guaranteeing the sameε error bound. They then apply a discrete algorithm s
ilar to BUSHWHACK to compute an optimal discrete path in such a discretization.

2.2.2. Compact discretization scheme
Table 2 lists for each algorithm the time complexity with respect ton andε. To our best

knowledge, the time complexities of all previousε-approximation algorithms also depe
on the unit weight ratioµ, either linearly or logarithmically. This dependency is cau
by the corresponding discretization scheme used. In particular, the discretization s
of Aleksandrov et al. [3] constructs for a givenε a graphGε with O(1

ε
log 1

ε
logµ) Steiner

points placed on each boundary edge. Here again we omit the other geometric para
The main obstacle for removing the dependency onµ from the size ofGε is that oth-

erwise it is difficult to prove that for each optimal pathpopt there exists inGε a discrete
path that is anε-approximation ofpopt. One traditional proof technique used in provi
the existence of such a discrete path is to decomposepopt into k subpathsp1,p2, . . . , pk

and then construct a discrete pathp′ = p′
1 + p′

2 + · · · + p′
k such that‖p′

i‖ � (1 + ε)‖pi‖
for eachi. Ideally, we could choose eachp′

i such thatpi andp′
i lie in the same region, an

therefore the discretization just needs to make sure that|p′
i | � (1+ ε)|pi |.

However, due to the discrete nature ofGε, it is not always possible to find suchp′
i for

eachpi . For example, as shown in Fig. 3,popt could cross a series of boundary edg
near a vertexv. The point where it crosses each boundary edgee is betweenv and the
closest Steiner point fromv on e. To approximatepopt by a discrete path, one way is
replacepopt[u1, u2], the subpath ofpopt betweenu1 andu2, by the dotted path fromu1
to u2. However, eachp′

i could be much longer than the correspondingpi , thus making it
impossible to bound‖p′

opt‖ the way we described above. Instead, in the error bound p
of Aleksandrov et al. [2,3] subpathpopt[u1, u2] is replaced by the dashed path that g
throughv. In that case,p′

i could travel in regions different from those in whichpi lies in,
and therefore to bound‖p′

i‖ with respect to‖pi‖, the discretization scheme has to ta
into consideration variance of unit weights.

By modifying the above proof technique, we provide in Section 6 an improveme
the discretization scheme of Aleksandrov et al. [3]. The number of Steiner points in

Fig. 3. “Bad” path.
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by this new discretization scheme isO(1
ε

log 1
ε
), with the dependency on other geomet

parameters unchanged. Combining BUSHWHACK with this discretization scheme, w
have the firstε-approximation algorithm whose time complexity is not dependent onµ.

3. Intervals

3.1. Disadvantage of Dijkstra’s algorithm

The BUSHWHACK algorithm works similarly to Dijkstra’s algorithm. It keeps a sor
list QLIST of candidate optimal paths. At each step, the candidate optimal pathpmin with
the minimum cost is extracted from QLIST. Consequently, a number of candidate op
paths, which are one-segment extensions ofpmin, are inserted into QLIST. We call th
process “path propagation.” The iteration continues until the destination point is rea

Dijkstra’s algorithm can be used to compute an optimal discrete path in an arb
weighted graph, while the aforementioned graphG is derived from a 2D space consisting
of weighted regions. Therefore, directly applying Dijkstra’s algorithm toG does not fully
utilize the underlying geometric properties.

For example, in Fig. 4 there are two paths originating from the same source pos.
Dijkstra’s algorithm will consider both paths as potential optimal discrete paths for
respective destination points. However, it is not possible that two optimal discrete
intersect inside a weighted region, as stated by the following lemma.

Lemma 1. In a 2D space consisting of weighted regions, any two optimal discrete p
with the same source point cannot intersect in the interior of any region.

Proof. Assume that two optimal discrete pathsp′
opt(s, v1) andp′

opt(s, v2) intersect atb
inside a triangular regionr , as shown in Fig. 4. For eachi = 1,2, letvi,1vi,2 be the segmen

Fig. 4. Optimal discrete paths cannot intersect inside region.
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of p′
opt(s, vi) that containsb. Thus, eachvi,j is a point on the boundary ofr . Let pi,1 =

p′
opt(s, vi)[s, vi,1] and letpi,2 = p′

opt(s, vi)[v1,2, vi]. Therefore,p2,1 + v2,1v1,2 + p1,2 is a
path froms to v1 andp1,1 + v1,1v2,2 + p2,2 is a path froms to v2. However, the total cos
of the above two paths is less than that ofp′

opt(s, v1) andp′
opt(s, v2), asdr(v1,1, v1,2) +

dr(v2,1, v2,2) > dr(v1,1, v2,2) + dr(v2,1, v1,2). Therefore, one ofp′
opt(s, v1) andp′

opt(s, v2)

must not be optimal. This is a contradiction.�
The fact that line segmentsv1,1v1,2 andv2,1v2,2 intersect inside regionr indicates tha

these two line segments cannot both contribute to optimal discrete paths originatings.
If we can identifyusefulline segments (i.e., those that may contribute to optimal disc
paths) fromuselessline segments, we will be able to avoid an explicit construction of
entire graphG.

3.2. Intervals

To keep track of useful line segments, we introduce a data structure that we c
interval.

Definition 1. Let r be a region ofS and lete, e′ be two boundary edges ofr . For any
discovered pointv ∈ e that is not incident toe′, the intervalIv,e,e′ is defined to be

Iv,e,e′ = {
discrete pointv∗ ∈ e′ ∣∣ d ′

opt(s, v) + dr(v, v∗) � d ′
opt(s, v

′) + dr(v
′, v∗)

∀v′ ∈ PLISTe

}
.

That is, for any discrete pointv∗ on e′, v∗ ∈ Iv,e,e′ if and only if pathp′
opt(s, v) + vv∗

is the least costly path among all paths froms to v∗ that are one-segment extensions
optimal discrete paths originating froms to discovered points one. In case a pointv∗ one′
is included in two intervals according to this definition, we will arbitrarily assignv∗ to only
one of these intervals. This is to keep intervalsIv,e,e′ for all v ∈ PLISTe mutually exclusive
subsets of discrete points one′. The way the set of discrete points on a boundary edg
partitioned into intervals (or a boundary edge is partitioned into intervals of optimal
in [6]) is analogous to the way a space is partitioned into regions in a Voronoi diagra

It is important to note that each intervalIv,e,e′ is a dynamic set of discrete points one′.
It is first created whenv is discovered. When more points one are discovered, PLISTe will
contain more points and thusIv,e,e′ may also be changed, according to the definition.

For any edgese and e′ that share a regionr , we use ILISTe,e′ to denote the list o
intervalsIv,e,e′ for all v ∈ PLISTe, sorted by the Euclidean distance betweenv and the
shared endpoint ofe ande′. Lemma 1 implies that each interval is composed of consec
points one′ (which leads us to name this data structure “interval”). Further, an int
Iv,e,e′ is located to the left (right, respectively) of another intervalIv′,e,e′ on e′ if and only
if v is located to the left (right, respectively) ofv′ on e. Therefore, the order of discovere
points one is exactly the same as the order of their corresponding intervals in ILISTe,e′ , as
shown in Fig. 5.

When a Steiner pointv on boundary edgee is newly discovered, for each bounda
edgee′ that shares a regionr with e, an intervalIv,e,e′ needs to be created and inserted i
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Fig. 5. Intervals.

Fig. 6. Creating intervals for a vertex.

Fig. 7. Inserting an interval.
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ILISTe,e′ . In case the newly discovered pointv is a vertex of a triangular region, an interv
needs to be created for every boundary edge facingv, as shown in Fig. 6. The range of th
new intervalIv,e,e′ , i.e., the two endpoints of the interval, can be computed efficient
O(logm) time.

If the new intervalIv,e,e′ is not empty, the ranges of the neighboring intervals need
readjusted. Figure 7 illustrates how a new interval couldtotally depleteor partially deplete
existing intervals. As shown in the figure, the left and right endpoints are determin
the new interval associated withvnew, the most recently discovered point. The new inter
covers entirelyIv1,e,e

′ , the interval associated withv1, and thusIv1,e,e
′ is totally depleted by

the new interval. The interval associated withv2 is partially depleted by the new interv
as it loses part of Steiner points in it. Totally depleted intervals will be removed
ILISTe,e′ , while the range of each partially depleted interval will be readjusted.

From Definition 1 we can conclude that, for any discovered pointv on e and any point
v∗ on e′, vv∗ cannot be part of any optimal discrete path originating froms that enters
regionr through pointv if v∗ /∈ Iv,e,e′ . Therefore, by maintaining ILISTe,e′ for eache and
e′ that share a region, the BUSHWHACK algorithm is able to avoid accessing most
useless edges inG.

3.3. Monotonic intervals

Instead of maintaining for eache ande′ a list ILISTe,e′ of intervals as defined in Defi
nition 1, our implementation of the BUSHWHACK algorithm actually maintains a lis
monotonic intervals. We first give the definition below:

Definition 2. A monotonic intervalIv,e,e′ is an interval such that the distance (in the regi
from v to points inIv,e,e′ is monotonically increasing or decreasing alonge′.

Since each intervalIv,e,e′ can only be divided to no more than two monotonic interv
(by the perpendicular point ofv one′), the total number of monotonic intervals inside ea
region is still linear to the number of Steiner points. In the following we will explain w
we prefer to keep track of the monotonic intervals instead of the (original) intervals.

For eachv∗ ∈ Iv,e,e′ , line segmentvv∗ maybe a useful segment and therefore we n
to check the optimality of the face-crossing pathp′

opt(s, v) + vv∗. We call such a path
direct interval pathassociated withIv,e,e′ . One strategy is to insert all these paths i
QLIST simultaneously whenv is discovered (andIv,e,e′ is created). However, this ma
not be efficient as both ILISTe,e′ and intervals in ILISTe,e′ are dynamic data structure
Whenever a new point one is discovered, a new interval (although possibly empty) wil
created and inserted into ILISTe,e′ . If the new interval is not empty, the ranges of the t
neighboring intervals will be adjusted.

Therefore, even though a pointv∗ originally is in Iv,e,e′ , after a new pointvnew ∈ e is
discovered,v∗ may fall into the range of the new intervalIvnew,e,e′ . If this is the case, pat
p′

opt(s, v) + vv∗ no longer needs to be considered as an optimal discrete path froms to v∗

as it is more costly thanp′
opt(s, vnew) + vnewv∗, according to Definition 1.

A more efficient strategy is to insert direct interval paths in the followinglazyandbest-
first manner: interval paths associated withIv,e,e′ are sorted in the increasing order of pa
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Fig. 8. Splitting an interval.

cost, and a pathp′
opt(s, v) + vv∗ is inserted into QLIST only when the previous path

extracted from the list, and only ifv∗ is still in Iv,e,e′ . This strategy will avoid inserting
pathp′

opt(s, v) + vv∗ into QLIST if v∗ is later “switched” to another interval.
To achieve this, we need to sort efficiently the direct interval paths by path cost.

these paths are all one-segment extensions ofp′
opt(s, v), we only need to sortdr(v, v∗) for

all v∗ ∈ Iv,e,e′ . As each weighted region is a Euclidean space, each intervalIv,e,e′ can be
split into at most two parts by the perpendicular point ofv on e′, so that the distance (i
the region) fromv to points in each part is monotonically increasing or decreasing.

One way to get a sorted list of direct interval paths associated withIv,e,e′ is to do a
merge-sort using these two parts. A simpler and more efficient way is to create a mon
interval for each part ofIv,e,e′ , as illustrated in Fig. 8. The originalIv,e,e′ is thus replaced
by these intervals in ILISTe,e′ . Points in each such interval are readily sorted by dista
(in the region) tov. Although as a result of splitting the number of intervals in ILISTe,e′
is increased, each interval is easier to manipulate. The implementation of our alg
follows this scheme. In the following discussion, we always assume that each inte
monotonic, and points in each intervalIv,e,e′ are sorted by distance (in the region) tov.

3.4. Propagating interval paths

This subsection explains how the BUSHWHACK algorithm inserts into (and su
quently removes from) QLIST paths associated with each intervalIv,e,e′ . These paths
include direct interval paths, as defined in the last subsection, andextended interval paths,
each of which extends a direct interval path by one segment alonge′. Since the cost o
traveling alonge′ may be lower than that of traveling inside the region, such an exte
interval path to a pointv∗ ∈ Iv,e,e′ may be less costly than a direct interval path tov∗,
although its Euclidean length is larger. We call both direct interval paths and extend
terval pathsinterval paths. By “propagating,” we mean that intervals paths associated
Iv,e,e′ will only be inserted into QLIST one at a time, and only after the previous inte
path associated with the same interval is removed from QLIST.
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3.4.1. Interval paths and locally interval paths
Following the notations used previously, we lete and e′ be two boundary edges o

region r . Suppose intervalIv,e,e′ contains pointsv∗
1, v∗

2, . . . , v∗
d when it is initially cre-

ated (i.e., whenv is discovered), as shown in Fig. 9. Herev∗
1, v∗

2, . . . , v∗
d are consecu

tive points one′ and v∗
1 and v∗

d are the two endpoints of the interval. Without loss
generality, we assumedr(v, v∗

1) � dr(v, v∗
d). As interval Iv,e,e′ is monotonic, we have

dr(v, v∗
1) < dr(v, v∗

2) < · · · < dr(v, v∗
d).

Letp1,p2, . . . , pd be direct interval paths associated withIv,e,e′ , wherepi = p′
opt(s, v)+

vv∗
i for 1 � i � d . For eachv∗

i , let Pi = {pj,i | 1 � j � d}, wherepj,i = pj + v∗
j v∗

i . Ob-

serve thatpi ∈ Pi aspi = pi + v∗
i v∗

i . All paths inPi exceptpi are extended interval path
Pi is the set of all interval paths associated withIv,e,e′ that connects andv∗

i . An interval
pathp′ ∈ Pi is said to belocally optimalif ‖p′‖ = min{‖p‖ | p ∈ Pi}. Obviously, it is only
necessary to insert these locally optimal paths into QLIST.

3.4.2. Picking the next interval path to insert into QLIST
For eachv∗

i , BUSHWHACK inserts into QLIST only one interval pathp∗
i , called

adopted interval path, that connectss andv∗
i . In the following we describe how BUSH

WHACK determines these adopted interval pathsp∗
1,p∗

2, . . . , p∗
d for Iv,e,e′ . In Section 5

we will prove that these paths are indeed locally optimal.
If we′ = wr , for eachv∗

i it is always less costly to travel directly fromv to v∗
i than to

first travel fromv to some other point one′ and then (along edgee′) to v∗
i , and therefore

p∗
i = pi .

Now we consider the more interesting case wherewe′ < wr . We letvh be the perpen
dicular point ofv on edgee′ and leth = |vvh|. SinceIv,e,e′ is a monotonic interval,v∗

1 is
betweenvh andv∗

d on e′, asv∗
1 precedesv∗

d in Iv,e,e′ . Let u be the point on ray
−−−→
vhv

∗
d such

that
|vhu| · wr√|vhu|2 + h2

= we′ .

Therefore, for any pointu′ on ray
−−−→
vhv

∗, we have
d
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|vhu′| · wr√
|vhu′|2 + h2

< we′ if u′ is betweenvh andu, (1)

|vhu′| · wr√
|vhu′|2 + h2

> we′ if u′ is beyondu. (2)

The intuition about the location ofu can be explained using an analogy to Snell’s La
u is the critical point one′ such that, if an optimal path (i.e., a light ray) originating fro
v hits e′ at any point betweenvh andu, it will leave e′ with a refraction angle less thanπ2 ;
however, if the optimal path hitse′ at any point beyondu, it will travel alonge′ (and thus
the refraction angle isπ2 ).

If u is betweenvh andv∗
1, eachp∗

i is chosen to bep1,i for eachi,1 � i � d . That is,
each interval pathp∗

i exceptp∗
1 is an edge-crawling path that extendsp1 by one segment

If v∗
d is betweenvh andu, eachp∗

i is chosen to bepi . In this case, every interval edgep∗
i

is a face-crossing path that extendsp′
opt(s, v) by one segment.

Otherwise,u lies betweenv∗
k andv∗

k+1 on edgee′ for somek, 1� k < d . Thenp∗
i can

be determined as follows.

Definition 3. Supposev∗
k is the Steiner point inside intervalIv,e,e′ such thatu, as defined

above, is betweenv∗
k andv∗

k+1, then

(a) if 1� i � k, thenp∗
i is defined to bepi ;

(b) if i = k + 1, thenp∗
i is defined to bepk+1 or pk,k+1, whichever is less costly;

(c) if k + 1< i � d , thenp∗
i is defined to bep∗

k+1 + v∗
k+1v

∗
i .

The propagation process terminates when all points inIv,e,e′ are reached by such inte
val paths. Observe that this process may be terminated beforep∗

d is generated and inserte
into QLIST. This would occur when another intervalIv′,e,e′ is created that re-adjusts th
range ofIv,e,e′ .

By the BUSHWHACK algorithm, each intervalIv,e,e′ will generate no more thanO(d ′)
locally optimal interval paths, whered ′ is the number of points insideIv,e,e′ after all points
on e are discovered. Thus, for each interval list ILISTe,e′ , only O(m) interval paths are
inserted into QLIST. The total number of interval paths, therefore, isO(mn).

From the propagation scheme of interval paths it is clear that, once an intervalIv,e,e′ is
created, at any time in path list QLIST there is exactly one interval pathp associated with
Iv,e,e′ , until the last interval path associated withIv,e,e′ is extracted from QLIST. We ca
pathp thecurrent interval pathof Iv,e,e′ and denote it bypv,e,e′ . The Steiner point inIv,e,e′
to which pathpv,e,e′ connects is correspondingly referred to as thecurrent Steiner poin
of Iv,e,e′ and is denoted byv∗

v,e,e′ . For any pointv∗ precedingv∗
v,e,e′ in Iv,e,e′ , a locally

optimal interval path that connectss andv∗ has already been extracted from QLIST. W
call such a point aprocessed interval pointof Iv,e,e′ . Any point v∗ following v∗

v,e,e′ in
Iv,e,e′ is anunprocessed interval point. According to the definitions, we can establish
following lemma.
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Lemma 2. For any intervalIv,e,e′ , there is always a current Steiner point forIv,e,e′ in
QLIST until all points inIv,e,e′ are processed.

3.4.3. Picking non-interval paths to insert into QLIST
We also need to create two other paths for each interval. Letv∗

0 be the discrete poin
next tov∗

1 outside intervalIv,e,e′ , and letv′ be the discovered point one whose interva
Iv′,e,e′ containsv∗

0, as shown in Fig. 9. We insert pathp∗
0 = p∗

1 + v∗
1v∗

0 into QLIST when
Iv,e,e′ is created, ifd ′

opt(s, v) + dr(v, v∗
1) + de(v

∗
1, v∗

0) < d ′
opt(s, v

′) + dr(v
′, v∗

0). That is,
even though to construct a path froms to v∗

0 it is more costly to go directly fromv to v∗
0

than to go directly fromv′ to v∗
0 (asv∗

0 is insideIv′,e,e′ ), if traveling on line segmentv∗
1v∗

0
along edgee′ is cost-saving enough, it may be a better way to go froms to v∗

0 throughv

and thenv∗
1 than to go throughv′.

Similarly, we will add pathp∗
d+1 = p∗

d + v∗
dv∗

d+1, if necessary, after all interval path
associated with this interval are inserted. Herev∗

d+1 is the discrete point next tov∗
d outside

Iv,e,e′ . We call these two pathsnon-interval pathsas they are not associated with a
interval. These non-interval paths will also be propagated when they are removed
QLIST, as we will show later in this paper.

3.4.4. Continuing path propagation after interval is partially depleted
Recall that in Section 3.2 we showed that an existing intervalIv′,e,e′ could be partially or

totally depleted by a newly created intervalIv,e,e′ . If Iv′,e,e′ is totally depleted, the curren
interval pathpv′,e,e′ no longer needs to be considered as a potential optimal discrete
We call it aninvalid interval path. Unlike other (valid) candidate optimal paths, an inva
interval path will not be propagated when it is extracted from QLIST.

For a partially depleted intervalIv′,e,e′ , if the current Steiner pointv∗
v′,e,e′ still belongs

Iv′,e,e′ after the new intervalIv,e,e′ is created, the current interval pathpv′,e,e′ of Iv′,e,e′ is
still locally optimal and we will still propagate it when it is being extracted from QLI
However, ifv∗

v′,e,e′ is now included inIv,e,e′ , pv′,e,e′ becomes an invalid interval path. Ju
as in the case of totally depleted intervals, we will extractpv′,e,e′ from QLIST without
propagation when it becomes the least costly path in QLIST.

This will, however, stop the chain of propagation of interval paths associated
Iv′,e,e′ , as afterpv′,e,e′ is extracted from QLIST there will be no interval path in QLIST th
is associated withIv′,e,e′ . This causes a problem in the case that there are still unproc
points inside the adjustedIv′,e,e′ . To fix this problem, we will treat the adjustedIv′,e,e′ as
a newly created interval and insert into QLIST the interval path for the first unproc
point in Iv′,e,e′ . This will re-initiate the process of path propagation for the interval.

4. The BUSHWHACK algorithm

The BUSHWHACK algorithm maintains three types of dynamic lists:

QLIST the list of candidate optimal paths sorted by path cost.
PLISTe the list of discovered points on edgee.
ILISTe,e′ the list of intervals for edgee ande′ that are on the boundary of the same reg
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As we mentioned previously, all paths can be divided into two categories, interval
and non-interval paths. All face-crossing paths along with some edge-crawling pat
interval paths. We have shown how two non-interval paths are generated for each in
This section will explain how other non-interval paths are created by extending these

The main body of the BUSHWHACK algorithm is a loop. At each iteration, the ca
date optimal pathp in QLIST with the minimum cost is extracted from the list. Letv be
the ending point of pathp. If v is not a discovered point (i.e., the distance froms to v is
not yet decided), we claim that pathp is an optimal discrete path froms to v, and‖p‖ is
the distance froms to v.

Herep′
opt(s, s) is the zero-cost path froms to s.

ProcedureHandleNewDiscovery(v) creates new intervals for the newly discover
point v, and then inserts into QLIST an interval path associated with each of the
tervals.

Whether or notv is a newly discovered point, procedurePropagate(v,p) creates candi
date optimal paths by propagatingp in a constant number of ways and inserts these p
into QLIST.

Algorithm 1. Main algorithmFindPath(s,t).

1: insert pathp′
opt(s, s) into QLIST

2: while t is not reacheddo
3: extract the least costly pathp(s, v) from QLIST
4: if v is a not a discovered pointthen
5: p′

opt(s, v) ← p(s, v); d ′
opt(s, v) ← ‖p(s, v)‖

6: HandleNewDiscovery(v)
7: Propagate(v,p)

Algorithm 2. ProcedureHandleNewDiscovery(v).

1: if v is a Steiner point on an edgee then
2: for all regionr incident toe do
3: for all edgee′ of r that is note do
4: create intervalIv,e,e′
5: else
6: for all edgee incident tov do
7: vnext← the neighboring Steiner point ofv on e

8: insert pathpnew= p + vvnext into QLIST
9: for all regionr incident toe do

10: for all edgee′ of r that is note do
11: create intervalIv,e,e′
12: for all newly created intervalIv,e,e′ do
13: splitIv,e,e′ into monotonic intervalsI1

v,e,e′ andI2
v,e,e′

14: for all monotonic intervalI j

v,e,e′ , 1� j � 2 do

15: insert into QLIST the first non-interval path forI
j

v,e,e′ if necessary

16: insert into QLIST the first interval path forI j
′
v,e,e
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Algorithm 3. ProcedurePropagate(v,p).

1: if p is an interval path associated withIv′,e′,e then
2: if p is still valid then
3: if v is the last point inIv′,e′,e′ then
4: insert into QLIST the second non-interval path forIv′,e′,e′ if necessary
5: else
6: insert into QLIST the next interval path forIv′,e′,e
7: else
8: e ← the boundary edge on which the last segment ofp is lying
9: if v is not an endpoint ofe then

10: vprev← the previous point ofv on pathp
11: vnext← the neighboring point ofv that is not betweenvprev andv then
12: if there has not already been a non-interval edge-crawling path that

extends tovnext from v then
13: insert pathpnew= p + vvnext into QLIST

We have explained previously how paths are propagated inside intervals. Obser
the task of handling interval paths is accomplished by the combination of the proce
Propagate andHandleNewDiscovery. For example, intervals are created in the proced
HandleNewDiscovery when a pointv is discovered. At the same time, the first inter
path associated with each new interval is inserted into QLIST (line 16 of the proc
HandleNewDiscovery). The propagation of interval paths for each interval is accomplis
in the procedurePropagate (line 6).

In Section 3.4.3 we specified that each interval would also generate two non-in
paths. One of them is generated when the interval is created (line 15 of the proceduHan-
dleNewDiscovery), while the other is generated when the last interval path of that int
is extracted from QLIST (line 4 of the procedurePropagate). Another situation that gen
erates non-interval paths is when the newly discovered pointv is a vertex. In this case, fo
each incident boundary edgee of v a non-interval path is inserted into QLIST; this pa
extendsp′

opt(s, v) to the neighboring Steiner point ofv alonge, as indicated by line 8 o
HandleNewDiscovery.

All the non-interval paths are edge-crawling paths. According to the procedurePropa-
gate (line 8 to line 13), when an non-interval pathp from s to v is extracted from QLIST
we may insert an extension of this path into QLIST. Supposevprevv is the last segment o
pathp. Sincep is edge-crawling,vprev is on the same edgee asv. Let vnext be the adjacen
Steiner point ofv on e that is on the other side ofvprev. We insert pathp + vvnext into
QLIST, if there has not been another pathp′ + vvnext inserted into QLIST.

It is easy to see that, for each Steiner pointv ∈ Vs , there will be at most two non-interva
paths froms to v inserted into QLIST, one approachingv from left and one approachingv
from right. Similarly, for any vertexv ∈ V , there will be at mostD(v) non-interval paths
that connects andv, one from each edge incident tov. HereD(v) is the number of inciden
boundary edges ofv in the original triangular decomposition. Thus, the total numbe
non-interval paths is bounded by

∑
v∈V D(v)+∑

e∈E 2m = 2|E|+ 2m|E| = O(mn). The
total number of all paths inserted into QLIST, therefore, is bounded byO(mn).
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5. Complexity and correctness

5.1. Complexity

The complexity of the BUSHWHACK algorithm depends on three factors:

Cost of maintainingQLIST: There areO(mn) candidate optimal paths inserted in
QLIST. Each insertion or deletion operation takesO(log(mn)) time. The total
cost of maintaining QLIST isO(nm lognm).

Cost of maintainingPLISTe: There areO(m) points on each edge. Each insertion or de
tion operation takesO(logm) time. As there areO(n) boundary edges, the tot
cost of maintaining PLISTe for all e is O(nm logm).

Cost of maintainingILISTe,e′ : When a pointv on e is discovered, we first need to deci
the range ofIv,e,e′ for eache′ that share a region withe. Deciding each of the two
endpoints ofIv,e,e′ can be done by a binary search on intervals in ILISTe,e′ . As the
maximum number of intervals in ILISTe,e′ is m, a binary search takesO(logm)

time. Also, the time to insert an interval to the interval list ILISTe,e′ is O(logm).
As there areO(n) interval lists, the total cost of maintaining these interval list
O(nm logm).

The complexity of the algorithm, therefore, isO(nm lognm).
In Section 2 we claimed that, in average, for each Steiner pointv BUSHWHACK needs

to evaluate the costs of onlyO(logm) adjacent edges ofv. Even though inside each r
gion onlyO(m) edges are ever used by candidate optimal paths inserted into QLIST
is, O(1) edges per Steiner point in the region, BUSHWHACK has to evaluate the
of additional edges in order to maintain the intervals. As mentioned above, decidin
bounding points of a new intervalIv,e,e′ takes a binary search ofO(logm) steps. At each
step, BUSHWHACK needs to compare the cost ofvv∗ for somev∗ ∈ e′ with the cost
of v′v∗, wherev′ is one of the two neighboring discovered points ofv on e. As a result,
O(logm) edges are evaluated for each Steiner point.

5.2. Correctness

To show that the BUSHWHACK algorithm is correct, it suffices to prove the follow
theorem.

Theorem 1. When pathp(s, v) is extracted fromQLIST, if v is not yet discovered,p(s, v)

is an optimal discrete path.

Before we give the proof of Theorem 1, we first establish the following lemma.

Lemma 3. Each adopted interval pathp∗
i as defined in Section3.4.2is locally optimal.

Proof. The proof for the case wherewe′ = wr is trivial. In the following we assume tha
we′ < wr . Further, we assume that the pointu on ray

−−−→
vhv

∗
d such that

|vhu| · wr√
2 2

= we′

|vhu| + h
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es

),
lies betweenv∗
k andv∗

k+1 for somek,1 � k < d , as shown in Fig. 9. The other two cas
can be proved similarly. We need to show that for eachi, the adopted interval pathp∗

i is
locally optimal.

We first discuss the case in whichi � k and therefore, according to Definition 3(a
p∗

i = pi . For anyj , if j � i, ‖pj,i‖ = ‖pj‖ + de(v
∗
j , v∗

i ) � ‖pj‖ � ‖pi‖ = ‖p∗
i ‖. If j < i,

we have the following inequality:

∥∥p∗
i

∥∥ = ‖pi‖ = ‖pj‖ + wr ·
(√∣∣vhv

∗
i

∣∣2 + h2 −
√∣∣vhv

∗
j

∣∣2 + h2
)

= ‖pj‖ +
|vhv∗

i |∫

|vhv∗
j |

wr d
(√

x2 + h2
) = ‖pj‖ +

|vhv∗
i |∫

|vhv∗
j |

wr · x√
x2 + h2

dx

< ‖pj‖ +
|vhv∗

i |∫

|vhv∗
j |

we′ dx
(
by Eq. (1)

)

= ‖pj‖ + we′ · ∣∣v∗
j v∗

i

∣∣ = ‖pj,i‖.
Now we consider the case in whichi = k + 1 and therefore‖p∗

i ‖ = min{‖pk,k+1‖,
‖pk+1‖}. For anyj > i,

‖pj,i‖ � ‖pi‖ = ‖pi,i‖ �
∥∥p∗

i

∥∥.

For anyj < i,

‖pj,i‖ = ‖pj,k‖ + we′ · ∣∣v∗
k v∗

k+1

∣∣ �
∥∥p∗

k

∥∥ + we′ · ∣∣v∗
k v∗

k+1

∣∣ = ‖pk,k+1‖ � p∗
i .

Finally, we supposek + 1< i � d . For anyj � k + 1,

‖pj,i‖ = ‖pj,k+1‖ + we′ · ∣∣v∗
k+1v

∗
i

∣∣ �
∥∥p∗

k+1

∥∥ + we′ · ∣∣v∗
k+1v

∗
i

∣∣ = ∥∥p∗
i

∥∥.

For anyj � i,

‖pj,i‖ = ‖pj‖ + de

(
v∗
j , v∗

i

)
� ‖pj‖ � ‖pi‖ �

∥∥p∗
i

∥∥.

For anyj , k + 1< j � i, we have the following inequality:
∥∥p∗

i

∥∥ = ∥∥p∗
k+1

∥∥ + we′ · ∣∣v∗
k+1v

∗
j

∣∣ + we′ · ∣∣v∗
j v∗

i

∣∣

= ∥∥p∗
k+1

∥∥ +
|vhv∗

j |∫

|vhv∗
k+1|

we′ dx + we′ · ∣∣v∗
j v∗

i

∣∣

<
∥∥p∗

k+1

∥∥ +
|vhv∗

j |∫

|v v∗ |

wr · x√
x2 + h2

dx + we′ · ∣∣v∗
j v∗

i

∣∣ (
by Eq. (2)

)

h k+1
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= ‖pk+1‖ + wr ·
|vhv∗

j |∫

|vhv∗
k+1|

d
(√

x2 + h2
) + we′ · ∣∣v∗

j v∗
i

∣∣

= ‖pk+1‖ + wr · (
√∣∣vhv

∗
j

∣∣2 + h2 −
√∣∣vhv

∗
k+1

∣∣2 + h2
) + we′ · ∣∣v∗

j v∗
i

∣∣
= ‖pj‖ + we′ · ∣∣v∗

j v∗
i

∣∣ = ‖pj,i‖.

This finishes the proof. �
In a sense, each locally optimal paths is the “discrete version” of the optimal pa

fined by Snell’s Law, as the true optimal path may not necessarily bend at a Steine
on e′.

Now we are ready to prove the main theorem. The proof is analogous to the corre
proof of Dijkstra’s algorithm. The main difference lies in the fact that BUSHWHA
employs a lazy and best-first path propagation scheme, and therefore we need to pr
BUSHWHACK still can find an optimal discrete path despite avoiding using most o
graph edges inG. More specifically, we need to show that for any discrete pointv, before
any non-optimal discrete pathp′ connectings andv is removed from QLIST, an optima
discrete pathp∗ connectings andv must have been inserted into QLIST, and thus will
removed from QLIST beforep′ is.

Proof of Theorem 1. For the sake of contradiction we assume that such a pathp is not
optimal. Letp∗ be an optimal discrete path froms to v such that‖p∗‖ < ‖p‖, as shown
in Fig. 10. Letunext be the first undiscovered point onp∗ and letu be the predecessor o
unext onp∗. As p∗ is an optimal discrete path froms to v, p∗[s, unext] must be an optima
discrete path froms to unext, andp∗[s, u] must be an optimal discrete path froms to u.

There are two cases. We first consider the case when segmentuunext is face-crossing
Let r be the region in whichuunext lies. Let e and e′ be the boundary edges ofr

Fig. 10. Correctness proof.
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such thatu ∈ e and unext ∈ e′. Sinceu is a discovered point,Iu,e,e′ has already bee
created and inserted into ILISTe,e′ . According to Definition 1,unext must be inside
interval Iu,e,e′ . Otherwise there should be anther discovered pointu′ on e such that
d ′

opt(s, u
′) + dr(u

′, unext) < d ′
opt(s, u) + dr(u,unext) = ‖p∗[s, unext]‖. This is a contradic

tion to the fact thatp∗[s, unext] is an optimal discrete path froms to unext. As unext is
not discovered yet,unext must have not been processed. Therefore, according to Le
2 there is a current Steiner pointv∗

u,e,e′ for Iu,e,e′ , andv∗
u,e,e′ is ahead ofunext in interval

Iu,e.e′ . Letu∗
1, u

∗
2, . . . , u

∗
j−1, u

∗
j = v∗

u,e,e′ , u∗
j+1, . . . , u

∗
i−1, u

∗
i = unext, u

∗
i+1, . . . , ud be thed

Steiner points in intervalIu,e,e′ . For eachk, 1� k � d , let p∗
k be the adopted interval pa

chosen foru∗
k . According to Lemma 3, these paths are locally optimal. In particularp∗

j

is the current interval path ofIu,e,e′ as it connectss andu∗
j , the current Steiner point. A

‖p∗
j ‖ � ‖p∗

i ‖ = ‖p∗[s, unext]‖ � ‖p∗‖ < ‖p‖, p∗
j must be extracted from QLIST beforep

is extracted from QLIST. For the same reason, anyp∗
k , j � k � i, must be extracted from

QLIST beforep. This is a contradiction to the assumption thatunext is undiscovered at th
timep is extracted from QLIST.

Now we consider the case whenuunext is edge-crawling. Lete be the edge that contain
bothu andunext. We first assume thatu ∈ V . Let u1 = u,u2, . . . , ui−1, ui = unext be the
Steiner points fromu to unext one. According to line 8 of procedureHandleNewDiscovery,
pathp′

opt(s, u)+uu2 is inserted into QLIST whenu is discovered. As‖p′
opt(s, u)+uu2‖ =

‖p′
opt(s, u)‖ + de(u,u2) < ‖p′

opt(s, u)‖ + de(u,ui) = ‖p∗[s, unext]‖ � ‖p∗‖ < ‖p‖, path
p′

opt(s, u) + uu2 should be extracted from QLIST beforep is. Similarly, we can show tha
for eachk, 1 < k � i, pathp′

opt(s, u) + uuk is extracted from QLIST beforep is. This
is a contradiction to the assumption thatunext is not discovered whenp is extracted from
QLIST.

Next we assume thatu ∈ Vs . Let uprev be the predecessor ofu on pathp∗. Thenuprev
must not be one and thus segmentuprevu is face-crossing. Leteprev be an edge that con
tainsuprev. As uprev is a discovered point, intervalIuprev,eprev,e must have been created a
inserted into ILISTeprev,e. u must be insideIuprev,eprev,e as otherwisep∗[s, u] is not an opti-
mal discrete path.

If unext is also insideIuprev,eprev,e, similar to the case whereuunext is face-crossing, we
can prove that a locally optimal path associated withIuprev,eprev,e that connectss andunext
must have been extracted fromIuprev,eprev,e beforep is. Again a contradiction.

If unext is not in the interval, letu∗
1, u

∗
2, . . . , u

∗
i−1, u

∗
i = u,u∗

i+1, . . . , u
∗
d be the points

insideIuprev,eprev,e. As Iuprev,eprev,e is monotonic, without loss of generality, we assume
dr(uprev, u

∗
1) � dr(uprev, u

∗
2) � · · · � dr(uprev, u

∗
d). Let u∗

0 be the Steiner point adjace
to u∗

0 outsideIuprev,eprev,e and u∗
d+1 the Steiner point adjacent tou∗

d outsideIuprev,eprev,e.

If ud is betweenu and unext, as‖p∗
d‖ � ‖p∗[s, u] + uu∗

d‖ = ‖p∗[s, u]‖ + de(u,u∗
d) <

‖p∗[s, u]‖ + de(u,unext) = ‖p∗[s, unext]‖ � ‖p∗‖ < ‖p‖, all locally optimal paths asso
ciated withIuprev,eprev,e must be extracted from QLIST beforep is extracted. Therefore

according to line 4 of procedurePropagate, non-interval pathp∗
d+1 = p∗

d + u∗
du∗

d+1 must
be inserted into QLIST beforep is extracted from QLIST. This non-interval path, also l
costly thanp, is eventually going to be extended alonge to unext beforep is extracted,
a contradiction to the fact thatunext is undiscovered. The case whenu∗

1 is betweenu and
unext can be handled similarly.
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By the above analysis, we show that in any caseunext cannot be an undiscovered po
whenp is extracted from QLIST. Therefore, such ap∗ does not exist and hencep is an
optimal discrete path froms to v. �

The above correctness proof may help to explain why we need to propagate the
the way described by the pseudo code.

6. Discretization with reduced size

In this section we describe an improvement of the discretization scheme propo
Aleksandrov et al. [3]; this improvement removes the dependency of the discretizatio
(and hence the time complexity of the approximation algorithm) on the unit weight raµ.

We first introduce some notations. For any pointv, we let E(v) be the set of edge
incident tov and letDv be the minimum distance betweenv and edges inE\E(v). For
each edgee ∈ E, we letDe = sup{Dv | v ∈ e} and letve be the point one so thatDve = De.
For each vertexv of the triangular subdivision, theradiusr ′(v) of v is defined to beDv

5 , and

theweighted radiusr(v) of v is defined to bewmin(v)
wmax(v)

· r ′(v), wherewmin(v) andwmax(v)

are the minimum and maximum unit weights among all regions incident tov, respectively.
According to the discretization scheme of Aleksandrov et al. [3], for each boun

edgee = v1v2, the Steiner points one are chosen as the following. Each vertexvi has a
“vertex-vicinity” S(vi) of radiusrε(vi) = εr(vi) and the Steiner pointsvi,1, vi,2, . . . , vi,ki

are placed on the segment ofe outside the vertex-vicinities so that|vivi,1| = rε(vi),
|vi,j vi,j+1| = εDvi,j

andvi,ki
vi + εDvi,ki

� |vive|. The number of Steiner points plac

on e can be bounded byC(e) · 1
ε

log 1
ε
, where

C(e) = O

( |e|
De

log
|e|√

r(v1)r(v2)

)
= O

( |e|
De

(
log

|e|√
r ′(v1)r ′(v2)

+ logµ

))
.

This discretization can guarantee a 3ε-good approximate optimal path.
Observe that, for this discretization scheme, on each boundary edgee Steiner points are

placed more densely in the portion ofe closer to the two endpoints, with the excepti
that no Steiner point is placed inside the vertex-vicinities. Therefore, the larger the
vicinities are, the less Steiner points the discretization needs to use. In the followi
show that the radiusrε(v) of the vertex-vicinity ofv can be increased toεr ′(v) while still
guaranteeing the same error bound. Here we assume thatε � 1

2.
A piecewise linear pathp is said to be anormalized pathif it does not cross region

boundaries inside vertex vicinities other than at the vertices. That is, for each bendin
u of p, if u is located on boundary edgee = v1v2, then eitheru is one of the endpoints ofe,
or |viu| � rε(vi) for i = 1,2. For example, the path shown in Fig. 11 is not a normal
path, as it passes throughu1 andu2, both of which are inside the vertex vicinity ofv. We
first prove the following lemma.

Lemma 4. For any pathp from s to t , there is a normalized patĥp from s to t so that
‖p̂‖ = (1+ ε ) · ‖p‖.
2
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Fig. 11. Path passing through vicinity of a vertex.

Proof. Suppose pathp passes through the vertex vicinityS(v) of v, as shown in Fig. 11
We useu1 (u2, respectively) to denote the first (last, respectively) bending pointp
insideS(v), and useu′′

1 (u′′
2) to denote the first (last, respectively) bending point ofp on

the boundary of the union of all regions incident tov. By the definition ofDv , we have
|p[u′′

1, u1]| + |u1v| � Dv and|p[u2, u
′′
2]| + |vu2| � Dv . Therefore,

∣∣u1v
∣∣/∣∣p[

u′′
1, u1

]∣∣ � ε · Dv/5

Dv − ε · Dv/5
= ε

5− ε
� ε

4
,

as|u1v| � εDv

5 . Similarly, we can prove that|vu2|/|p[u2, u
′′
2]| � ε

4.
We let r1 be the region with the minimum unit weight among all regions crosse

subpathp[u′′
1, u1], andu′

1 be the point wherep[u′′
1, u1] enters regionr1 for the first time.

Similarly, we letr2 be the region with the minimum unit weight among all regions cros
by subpathp[u2, u

′′
2], and letu′

2 be the point wherep[u2, u
′′
2] leaves regionr1 for the last

time.
Consider replacing subpathp[u′′

1, u
′′
2] by normalized subpatĥp[u′′

1, u
′′
2] = p[u′′

1, u
′
1] +

u′
1v + vu′

2 + p[u′
2, u

′′
2]. We have the following inequality:

∥∥p̂
[
u′′

1, u
′′
2

]∥∥ − ∥∥p
[
u′′

1, u
′′
2

]∥∥
= wr1 · ∣∣u′

1v
∣∣ + wr2 · ∣∣vu′

2

∣∣ − ∥∥p
[
u′

1, u1
]∥∥ − ∥∥p[u1, u2]

∥∥ − ∥∥p
[
u2, u

′
2

]∥∥
�

(
wr1 · ∣∣u′

1v
∣∣ − ∥∥p

[
u′

1, u1
]∥∥) + (

wr2 · ∣∣vu′
2

∣∣ − ∥∥p
[
u2, u

′
2

]∥∥)
� wr1

(∣∣u′
1v

∣∣ − ∣∣p[
u′

1, u1
]∣∣) + wr2

(∣∣vu′
2

∣∣ − ∣∣p[
u2, u

′
2

]∣∣)
� wr · ∣∣u1v

∣∣+wr · ∣∣vu2
∣∣
1 2
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� wr1 · ε · |p[u′′
1, u1]|

4
+ wr2 · ε · |p[u2, u

′′
2]|

4

� ε

4
· (∥∥p

[
u′′

1, u1
]∥∥ + ∥∥p

[
u2, u

′′
2

]∥∥)

� ε

4
· ∥∥p

[
u′′

1, u
′′
2

]∥∥.

Therefore,‖p̂[u′′
1, u

′′
2]‖ � (1 + ε

4)‖p[u′′
1, u

′′
2]‖. Supposep passes throughk vertex

vicinities,S(v1), S(v2), . . . , S(vk). For eachvi , we replace the subpathpi of p that passes
throughS(vi) by a normalized subpatĥpi as we described above. Letp̂ be the resulting
normalized path. Noting that the sum of the weighted lengths ofp1,p2, . . . , pk is less than
twice the weighted length ofp, we have‖p̂‖ � ‖p‖ + ε

4

∑k
i=1 ‖pi‖ � (1+ ε

2)‖p‖. �
With Lemma 4, it is easy to prove the claimed error bound for this modified discre

tion:

Theorem 2. The discretization constructed withrε(v) = εr ′(v) contains a3ε-good ap-
proximation for an optimal pathpopt from s to t , for any verticess and t .

Proof. We first construct a normalized patĥp such that‖p̂‖ � (1+ ε
2)‖popt‖.

We call a segment of a boundary edge bounded by two adjacent discrete points (
points or vertices) aSteiner segment. In particular, if both of the two end points of a Stein
segment are Steiner points, we say that it is atrue Steiner segment. Otherwise, if one of the
end point is a vertex, we say that the Steiner segment is ahalf Steiner segment.

For each segmentv1v2 of p̂, let u1,1u1,2 (u2,1u2,2, respectively) be the Steiner se
ment that containsv1 (v2, respectively). Sincêp is normalized, there are only three cas
regarding these two Steiner segments:

(i) bothu1,1u1,2 andu2,1u2,2 are pure Steiner segments;
(ii) one of u1,1u1,2 andu2,1u2,2 is a pure Steiner segment, and the other is a half Ste

segment;
(iii) both u1,1u1,2 andu2,1u2,2 are half Steiner segments; however, they do not shar

same vertex.

For each of the three cases, it is easy to show that|u1,iu2,j | � (1 + 2ε) · |v1v2| for
any i = 1,2 and j = 1,2. So we can construct a discrete pathp′ such that‖p′‖ �
(1 + 2ε)‖p̂‖. Therefore,‖p′‖ � (1 + 2ε)(1 + ε

2)‖popt‖ = (1 + 5
2ε + ε2)‖popt‖ �

(1+ 3ε)‖popt‖, assumingε � 1
2. �

With the modification on the radius for each vertex vicinity, for each edgee the
number of Steiner points placed one is reduced toC′(e) · 1

ε
· log 1

ε
, where C′(e) =

O(
|e|
De

log |e|√
r ′(v1)r

′(v2)
). C′(e) is independent of the unit weight ratio, and therefore s

the time complexity of any approximation algorithm that uses this discretization. It ap
that each of the previousε-approximation algorithms has a time complexity dependen
the unit weight ratio.
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7. Experimental results

In order to provide a performance comparison, we implemented using Java the f
ing three algorithms:

(1) the BUSHWHACK algorithm, the Algorithm 1 we presented in Section 4;
(2) thepure Dijkstra’s algorithm, which searches every incident edge of a discrete p

in Gε;
(3) thecone-based Dijkstra’s algorithm(by Aleksandrov et al. [3]), which searches

incident edge of a discrete point only if the edge is inside the geodesic cone
point. All the timed results were acquired from a Linux workstation with a 2.8 G
Pentium IV processor and 2 GB memory.

We also have implemented thepruned Dijkstra’s algorithm(also by Aleksandrov
et al. [3]), which only uses anε-spanner of each geodesic cone. Asymptotically, this
gorithm is better than the cone-based Dijkstra’s algorithm. However, it occurs to us
for theε values we have chosen for our experiments, the pruned Dijkstra’s algorithm
tually slower than the cone-based Dijkstra’s algorithm. First of all, using the discretiz
Gε that is guaranteed to contain anε-good approximate optimal path, the pruned D
stra’s algorithm can only guarantee to find an 5ε-good approximate optimal path, due
the extra error introduced by using the spanner. Therefore, to guarantee to find anε-good
approximate optimal path, the pruned Dijkstra’s algorithm has to use the discreti
Gε/5, which contains many more Steiner points thanGε. Secondly, the pruned Dijkstra
algorithm needs to partition each geodesic cone into roughly1

ε
equal-sized angular range

so that one Steiner point can be picked inside each range. In our current implemen
this step will require1

ε
binary searches, which are very time-consuming. Before we c

up with a more efficient implementation of the pruned Dijkstra’s algorithm, we will no
able to correctly measure its performance.

7.1. Experiments on TINs generated from DEM data

One of the concerns in conducting these experiments is the choice of triangulatio
want to avoid randomly generated triangulations for two reasons. First, randomly gen
data may affect the performances of various algorithms in an unexpected way. The
and main reason is that randomly generated triangulations may contain many “sk
triangular regions (e.g., regions that are very skinny). Recall that the size of a discret
generated by either the discretization method of [3] or the one we presented in Sect
dependent onθmin. If a certain experiment uses ten problem instances and for one pro
instanceθmin is very small, and much smaller than those of other problem instance
experiment will take too much time to finish, and the result of this problem instance
dominate the result of the entire experiment.

For our experiments we chose triangulations converted from terrain maps in gri
format. More specifically, we used the DEM (Digital Elevation Model) file of Kaw
River basin. It is a 1424× 1163 grid with 30 m between two neighboring grid poin
From the DEM data we randomly took patches of sizes 8× 5, 16× 10, 32× 20, 64× 40,
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Fig. 12. A 8× 5 TIN generated from DEM data.

and 128× 80, respectively, (ten patches for each size) and converted them to TIN
connecting two grid points diagonally for each grid cell. Figure 12 shows one of the
we used.

Each triangular region of the resulting TINs will not be too skewed; its projection to
horizontal plane is an isosceles right triangle. We assign to each regionr a unit weightwr

that is equal to 1+ 10 tanαr , whereαr is the angle betweenr and the horizontal plane. W
ran the three algorithms on each TIN with source and destination points chosen to
vertices closest to the upper left and lower right corners, respectively. For each algo
we took the average of the running times of all experiments. We repeated the exper
with 1

ε
= 2,4,6,8, and 10. (For DEM size 128× 80, we did not perform the experimen

with 1
ε

= 8 and 10.) We list the results in Table 3.
From Table 3, it is easy to see that, when1

ε
grows, the running time of the BUSH

WHACK algorithm is growing much slower than those of both the pure Dijkstra’s
gorithm and the cone-based Dijkstra’s algorithm. This observation is consistent wi
asymptotic analysis, as the time complexity of the BUSHWHACK algorithm is less de
dent on1

ε
. We also list the average number of visited edges for each algorithm and eε

value. It occurs to us that the number of visited edges is closely related to the runnin
We define thespeedup ratioof the BUSHWHACK algorithm (with respect to the pu

Dijkstra’s algorithm) to be the ratio of computation time between the pure Dijks
algorithm and the BUSHWHACK algorithm. Table 3 shows that the speedup rat
the BUSHWHACK algorithm drops slowly (but noticeably) whenn grows from 40 to
10240. For example, with1

ε
= 4, the speedup ratios are 1.6087,1.5553,1.4521,1.3732,

and 1.2686 forn = 40,160,640,2560, and 10240, respectively. Recall that the time c
plexity of the pure Dijkstra’s algorithm isO(nm2 + nm lognm), with m being the numbe
of Steiner points per edge. With a relatively largem (even for1

ε
= 2), the first partO(nm2)

dominates the second partO(nm lognm), and therefore the speedup ratio is proportio
to m

lognm
(roughly speaking). So for the values ofn we chose, the speedup ratio is relativ

stable. If we choose a smallm (e.g., 20) and yet a large range for values ofn (e.g., up to
100,000), the speedup ratio would likely change more dramatically.

7.2. Experiments on randomly generated TINs

To demonstrate the impact of the geometric properties of TINs on the performan
the above algorithms, we also used twenty randomly generated TINs, ten with 40 v
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Table 3
Statistics of running time (in seconds) and number of visited edges (in thousands) on TINs generated fro
data. Each entry of “x/y” means that the average time for computing anε-good approximate optimal path
x seconds and the average number of visited graph edges isy × 1000

DEM size 1
ε BUSHWHACK Pure Dijkstra Cone-based Dijkst

2 0.48/140 0.38/443 0.60/360
4 1.12/338 1.80/2,288 1.91/1,566

8×5 6 1.85/566 4.62/6,002 3.85/3,340
8 2.67/814 9.07/11,874 6.29/5,669

10 3.57/1,077 15.34/20,131 7.92/8,463

2 2.6/707 1.9/2,216 3.0/1,785
4 6.1/1,712 9.4/11,471 9.5/7,905

16×10 6 10.3/2,866 24.3/30,094 18.9/17,340
8 15.0/4,122 47.8/59,575 31.1/29,903

10 19.4/5,453 80.2/101,026 43.7/45,135

2 13.5/3,201 9.7/10,104 12.6/8,025
4 32.1/7,753 46.6/52,357 41.0/35,459

32×20 6 54.6/12,974 119.1/137,404 82.2/78,343
8 80.7/18,648 231.8/271,988 135.4/135,742

10 98.0/24,669 370.7/461,158 203.0/206,351

2 56.7/13,587 41.8/42,715 55.5/34,583
4 138.5/32,895 190.1/221,130 180.5/154,902

64×40 6 238.8/55,040 479.5/580,293 361.0/343,334
8 347.0/79,107 932.4/1,148,622 595.3/595,967

10 461.7/104,640 1581.0/1,947,444 901.4/906,556

2 255.9/56,370 181.1/179,639 235.0/144,298
128×80 4 647.8/136,342 821.7/930,063 764.9/647,184

6 1132.4/227,965 2050.2/2,440,243 1530.8/1,439,499

and ten with 80 vertices. More specifically, for each TIN, we randomly selected 40
respectively) vertices in the plane and then constructed a Delaunay triangulation with
vertices. For each triangular region of the resulting triangulation, we randomly assig
it a weight between 1 and 10. Figure 13 shows one of the TINs generated. As one c
some of the triangular regions are very long and skinny, meaning that many Steiner
need to be placed to guarantee a given error boundε.

Again, for each TIN, we picked the source and destination points to be the ve
closest to the upper left and lower right corners, respectively. We ran each of the
algorithms on each TIN five times, with1

ε
= 2,4,6,8, and 10, respectively. We list th

results in Table 4.
Compared to the 8× 5 DEM TINs mentioned in the previous subsection, the rando

generated TINs (with 40 vertices) have the same number of vertices and only s
more boundary edges (108 vs. 95). However, for the same error boundε, the number of
Steiner points required for these TINs is roughly four times that for the DEM TINs. Th
due to the fact that there exist some triangular regions with small angles, which bo
geometric parameters of the discretization. As a result, all the three algorithms perf
worse on these TINs than on the DEM TINs.
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Fig. 13. A TIN generated by constructing a Delaunay triangulation of 40 randomly generated vertice

Table 4
Statistics of running time (in seconds) and number of visited edges (in thousands) on randomly generat
Each entry of “x/y” means that the average time for computing anε-good approximate optimal path isx seconds
and the average number of visited graph edges isy × 1000

Number of vertices 1
ε BUSHWHACK Pure Dijkstra Cone-based Dijkst

2 1.34/543 14.85/16,148 4.28/3,540
4 3.35/1,293 78.37/85,512 12.45/11,865

40 6 5.56/2,131 203.87/223,508 22.84/21,683
8 8.22/3,041 399.52/439,442 37.29/36,614

10 11.09/3,995 682.22/740,040 53.53/54,189

2 2.59/967 11.27/11,921 7.11/5,405
4 6.32/2,291 57.22/61,284 21.94/19,968

80 6 10.86/3,777 146.54/158,344 41.92/40,492
8 15.64/5,374 288.76/309,282 61.82/61,473

10 20.86/7,061 490.83/518,641 82.06/85,736

In particular, the pure Dijkstra’s algorithm suffered the most. For example, with1
ε

= 8,
the speedup ratio of the BUSHWHACK algorithm (with respect to the pure Dijkstra’s a
rithm) is just 3.4033 for the DEM TINs, but grows to 48.6237 for the randomly generate
TINs. This result is also consistent with the asymptotic analysis, as the time comp
of the pure Dijkstra’s algorithm is more sensitive to the number of Steiner points.
makes it worse is that in a randomly generated TIN one or a few of the (long and sk
triangular regions will get a significant portion of all Steiner points, making the comp
tion by the pure Dijkstra’s algorithm even more time-consuming. Recall that theO(nm2)

part of the time complexity of the pure Dijkstra’s algorithm assumes that each bou
edge contains roughly the same number of Steiner points. The actual upper bound
be the total number of face-crossing segments connecting discrete points on the s
gion boundary. If the total number of Steiner points is stillO(nm), and yet each of the tw
long boundary edges of one very skewed triangular region getsnm Steiner points, then th
4
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number of face-crossing segments in this region is alreadyn2m2

16 , which could already be
more than theO(nm2) bound.

Another evidence of the high sensitivity of the pure Dijkstra’s algorithm on the geo
ric parameters is that on average it took even more time to finish the TINs with 40 ve
than those with 80 vertices. This is because some of TINs with 40 vertices have “w
triangular regions (with very small angles) than those with 80 vertices do.

7.3. Observations

From the experimental results we learned that, although for the discretization we
the number of Steiner points inserted on each boundary edge isO(1

ε
log 1

ε
), the hidden

constant factor, which is determined by some geometric parameters, is very larg
example, forε = 1

8, the number of Steiner points on each boundary edge is on the or
a few hundreds. The reason is that, for discretization based on edge-subdivision, th
of an approximate optimal path is bounded “locally.” The approximate optimal path
the corresponding optimal path are divided into many subpaths, and the weighted
of each subpath of the approximate optimal path has to be no more than(1 + ε) times of
that of the corresponding subpath of the optimal path. All the subpaths of the appro
optimal path usually cannot contribute anε-relative error simultaneously (and some of
subpaths may even be less costly than their counterparts in the optimal path), the
relative error of the approximate optimal path is far less thanε.

That being said, we believe that this discretization scheme based on edge subdiv
still very useful in practice. It is very easy to implement, and can accommodate dif
cost metrics. For example, Lanthier et al. [19] showed that with minor modificatio
discretization can be constructed for the shortest anisotropic path problem, while R
Sun [20] presented a similar discretization for the optimal path planning problem in re
with flows.

8. Conclusion

In this paper we present a new approximation algorithm to solve the weighted sh
path problem. Compared to some of the previous work, our algorithm provides a
effective way of finding optimal paths in the discretized space (resulted from either un
or non-uniform discretization). We also provide an improved discretization method
removes the dependency of the size of the discretized space (and hence the comp
any approximation algorithm that uses the discretization method) on the unit weight
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